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MOVE TO THE FUTURE
HIGHER-ED CONCLAVE '22

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

TOP RECRUITERS

NOTABLE COLLABORATIONS

*Placements ongoing
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

- Innovative and World Class Curriculum in par with emerging needs of industry with inputs from National and International Academia, Industry and Alumni
- Curriculum with Project Based Learning, Industry Oriented Courses, Societal Impact Live in Lab Projects, Software Development etc
- Special Training in core subjects to provide placements & higher studies opportunities
- Exposure in emerging domains coupled with deep computational techniques such as Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Data Analytics and addressing pressing issues such as climate change

FACILITIES

Laboratory

Construction Materials lab  Geotechnical Engineering lab  Surveying lab  Environmental Engineering lab

Strength of Materials lab  Fluid Mechanics lab  Structural Engineering lab  Computing lab

Research Labs

High Performance Concrete Lab  Energy Efficient Material Lab  Advanced Water Treatment Lab
Ministry of Science & Technology Supported Labs

High performance materials & characterisation lab (DST)
Earthquake research lab (DST-FIST)

FACULTY
Department has well qualified faculties in all areas of specialisations.

- Structural and Material Engineering - 38%
- Construction Management & Building Science - 23%
- Geotechnical Engineering - 15%
- Transportation Engineering - 8%
- Environmental Engineering - 8%
- Water Resource Engineering - 8%

RESEARCH
Opportunities for students to involve in advanced area of research

- **Rs. 229.15 Lakh**
  Joint Research with Foreign Universities

- **Rs. 197.42 Lakh**
  Government Funded Research (DST, BRNS, SERB, FIST)
STUDENT CHAPTERS

The Department arranges events such as expert talks, quizzes, design competitions, field visits, encouragement to product development to stimulate the students towards a professional career.

AMRITA CIVIL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
ASCE STUDENT CHAPTER AMRITA SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
INDIAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE

CONTACT

The Chairperson,
Department of Civil Engineering,
Amrita School of Engineering,
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Amritanagar,
Coimbatore – 641 112 Tamil Nadu, India

044 4627 6066 (Admissions)